Ohio Innovation Exchange
CONNECTING OHIO’S ACADEMIC EXPERTS WITH BUSINESS & INDUSTRY

The Ohio Innovation Exchange (OIEx) provides a
powerful centralized web portal that consolidates
research information across multiple Ohio universities.
OIEx promotes faculty experts, equipment, intellectual
property and other resources to a larger industry base,
making it easier for businesses to find and partner with
the state’s leading researchers. By enhancing faculty
visibility, OIEx introduces new paths for research
funding and creates opportunities for collaboration
outside of the traditional university setting.

www.ohioinnovationexchange.org

CONNECT & COLLABORATE
OIEx offers an efficient way for faculty researchers
and business professionals to access specific
expertise and resources.

OIEx also benefits faculty by:
•

Providing an inclusive profile where
publications and external links can be
highlighted

•

Broadening reach and increasing impact with
additional research access points

•

Finding connections and potential
collaborations throughout the state

•

Encouraging student internships and capstone
research projects

•

Providing an additional channel for you to raise
the visibility of your work, promote its relevance
and explore new channels of application

FIND UNIVERSITY RESOURCES
Six partner universities*
•

Case Western Reserve University

•

Cleveland State University

•

Ohio University

•

The Ohio State University

•

University of Akron

•

University of Cincinnati

More than 10,000 STEM-focused faculty
Over 2,500 research instruments/equipment, databases,
software and services
900 featured university-based patents

*OIEx is sponsored by the Department of Higher Education.
The eventual goal is to showcase all Ohio universities.

OIEx offers businesses access to research faculty through
email or through a team of university liaisons that provides
guidance and triage of inquiries

EASILY ACCESS INFORMATION
OIEx provides easy access to information in the
public domain, including three key categories
of information: university directory information;
faculty, publications, grants and intellectual
property; and shareable university equipment,
technologies and research services, in the
following areas:
•

Biomedical sciences

•

Natural & physical sciences

•

Engineering

•

Technology

•

Mathematics

OIEX VISION
The vision for the Ohio Innovation Exchange is to
enhance access to information and strengthen
human networking across sectors — universities,
business, government and economic development
agencies — to seed partnerships for researchers,
expand workforce opportunities for students and
foster economic development for industry sectors.

To learn more about the Ohio Innovation Exchange or update your profile,
visit the OIEx website at http://www.ohioinformationexchange.org.
Follow OIEx on Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook for daily information
on research and innovation at the partner universities.

